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sity, microstructure and layering are spatially and tem- 
porally heterogeneous on scales of 103 to 105 m [1]. 
Snow density, i.e. bulk snow density, (Table 1) is influ- 
enced by temperature changes, grain size and micro- 
structure, granular humidity and surface wind after depo- 
sition [2]. This dependence is due to the low pressure- 
temperature triple-point thermodynamics of ice [3]. Due 
to compaction and metamorphic processes within snow- 
pack, snow density changes during the winter season.  

vestigate densifica- 
at Eismitte station 
n 1930-1931 [4]. 
arisons of seasonal 
satellite sensor, as- 
easurements from 
e comparisons are 
 same-datum basis 
distributions of the 
 them suitable for 
odel derived SWE. 

ns of mean snow densities 
(mean bulk snow densities) measured at locations along 
the Alaska permafrost transect from central Alaska to 
Prudhoe Bay during April 2009/2010 to mean snow den- 
sities in Alaska winter 1989-1992 and in Canada April 
1961-1990 on a same snow cover class basis. Data pro- 
viders include R.R. Muskett (Barrow region), M. Wal- 
drop (Yukon Flats), V. Romanovsky (UAF Experiment 
Station), W. Cable (Alaska Permafrost Transect) and E. 
Jafarov and S. Marchenko (model data, Alaska). 
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ABSTRACT 

Snow water equivalent (SWE) is important for investigations of annual to decadal-scale changes in A
and energy-water cycles. Passive microwave satellite-based retrieval algorithm estimates of SWE now sp
three decades. SWE retrievals by the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for the Earth Ob
(AMSR-E) onboard the NASA-Aqua satellite ended at October 2011. A critical parameter in the AM
gorithm is snow density assumed from surveys in Canada and Russia from 1940s-1990s. We com
measurements in Alaska to those of AMSR-E, European Space Agency GlobSnow, and GIPL mod
underperforms (is less than on
ments along the Alaska permafrost transect in April 2009 and 2010 show a significant latitude

ing to th

1989-1992 and . Snow density like other properties of snow is an i
and a non-stationary variable of SWE. 
 
Keywords: AMSR-E; GlobSnow; GIPL Model;

Alaska 

1. Introduction 

Snow water equivalent (SWE), the equivalent a
water of a snow on the ground is a fundamental

und Measurements; Snow Water Equivalent; Sn

ount of 
arame- 
cles on 
melted 
 depth 

ter den- 
r-cubed 
. In this 

E and 

 as den- 

Ernst Gorge was one of the first to in
tion of snow on high polar glaciers 
during Wegener’s Greenland expeditio

Our investigation focuses on comp
SWE derived by passive microwave 
similated and modeled to ground m
March 2004 through March 2011. Th
point-wise on a same-day-month and
in Alaska (Figure 1). The geographic 
ground measurement locations make
comparison with satellite-sensor and m
Our works include compariso

ter of climate, environment and energy-water 
Earth. SWE is the uniform thickness of wate
from snow in length units of meters (m), snow
multiplied by snow density is divided by pure-w
sity) or in mass/volume units of kilograms/me
(kg/m2), snow depth multiplied by snow density
report we use the length scale centimeter for 
the mass/volume scale g/cm3 for snow density. 

Properties of perennial and seasonal snow such
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Table 1. Common densities of snow. 

sity (g·cm–3) Snow Type Den

New Snow 05 to 0.07 0.

Damp New Snow 10 to 0.20 

w 20 to 0.30 

th Hoar 10 to 0.30 

ow 35 to 0.40 

 

 

0.

Settled Sno 0.

Dep 0.

Wind Packed Sn 0.

Firn* 0.40 to 0.83

Very Wet Snow and Firn 0.70 to 0.80

*“The strict meaning of ‘firn’ is wetted snow that has survived on
without being transformed to ice. In this sense, the term should 
plied to transformed snow in regions where there is no melting. 
definition suffers from the draw-back that there is no clear divisio
snow and firn” from [2]. 

 

e summer 
not be ap- 
The broad 
n between 

 The GlobSnow SWE is a three-st
Elevation (m) 

Figure 1. Snow water equivalent measurement sit
ska used in this investigation. 

2. Satellite-Derived SWE, Model and 
Ground Measurements in Alaska 

2.1. AMSR-E 

the EASEGRID projection system [6].

es 

Spaceborne-derived passive microwave snow water equi- 
valent retrieval is from the Advanced Microwave Scan- 
ning Radiometer for the Earth Observation Systems 
(AMSR-E) developed by the Japan Aerospace Explora- 
tion Agency and is deployed onboard the NASA Aqua 
satellite. Daily datasets of global extent are available at 
the National Snow and Ice Data Center, University of 
Colorado [5]. We utilize SWE retrievals from version 9 
and 10. The datasets comprise grids at 25 km intervals in 

 We re-project the 
 (WGS) with the 

canning radiometer 
n a polar sun-syn- 
rossing time) orbit 

able 2). Microwave 
om 6.9 to 89 GHz. 
V) at the 6.9 GHz 

9 GHz channel is 6 

 split-window me- 
tures of the 10, 18 
larization from the 
5 km grid [8]. The 
h with adjustment 

nsity from a glo- 
 

bal gridded product 
derived from hydrologic surveys in Canada (1946-1995) 

ia (1966-1996) and multiplied by the estimate of 
 of pure water pre-
) illustrates AMSR- 

 Agency Data User 
rives to assemble a 
ow extent (15 year 

d climate, hydro-
]. 
Finnish Meteoro- 
g Centre, ENVEO 

g AG, Finnish En- 
nada and Northern 

Research Institute. 
age model-data as- 

similation optimization product [10]. The inversion pro- 
e lsinki University of 

Technology snow emission pace- 
bo d av tness temperature of 
s r cs rity and pore water 
content) [11]. Data are as from passive micro- 

Table 2. Summary characteristics of AMSR-E (NASA aqua 
[EOS PM]). 

Sensor/Satellite Operations Period Freq. (GHz) IFOV (km)

in Ala- c

grids to the World Geodetic System
WGS-84 ellipsoid. 

AMSR-E is a passive microwave s
[7]. It operated from NASA Aqua i
chronous (PM, local 13:30 equator c
from June 2002 to 4 October 2011 (T
frequencies in six channels range fr
The instantaneous field of view (IFO
channel is 74 by 43 km, and at the 8
by 4 km. 

The AMSR-E SWE algorithm is a
thod using surface brightness tempera
and 36 GHz channels in vertical po
Level 2A swath data resampled to 2
algorithm first estimates snow dept
from estimates of forest fraction and de
bal vegetation dataset (Boston University IGBP). Lastly
snow density is assumed from a glo

and Russ
snow depth. Division by the density
serves the centimeter unit. Figure 2(a
E SWE on 21 March 2011. 

2.2. ESA GlobSnow 

Beginning in 2008 the European Space
Element funded GlobSnow Project st
database of Northern Hemisphere sn
period) and SWE (30 year period) to ai
logical and meteorological research [9

Partner organizations include the 
logical Institute, Norwegian Computin
IT GmbH, GAMMA Remote Sensin
vironment Institute, Environment Ca

edure uses th  semi-empirical He
model to describe the s

e brigh
 (granula

similated 

rne observe microw
acteristinow cover cha

 

AMSR-E 
Aqua 

June 2002 thru 4  
Oct. 2011 

24-Hour Acquisitions 

6.9, 10.7, 
18.7, 23.8, 
36.5, 89.0 

74 × 43 
(6.9 GHz) 

14 × 8 
(36.5 GHz)

6 × 4 
(89.0 GHz)

Instantaneous Field of View (IFOV). 
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 (a) (b) 

 
SWE (cm)                                            SWE (cm) 

 

(c) 

  

(d) 

 
  

 o  (b) GlobSnow on 21 March 2011; (c) GIPL model for 
 2

E) and ground-based weather station observations of snow 
depth. The inversion code of the optimization process uses 
block-averaging and kriging techniques at the weather 
station location reference measurements [10]. 

We utilize daily northern hemisphere grids at 25 km 
intervals in the EASEGRID projection system. For com- 
parison to the other datasets we re-project to the WGS 
datum. Figure 2(b) illustrates GlobSnow SWE on 21 
March 2011. Figure 2(d) illustrates the variance (cm2)  

attern seen in the 
Alaska and northern Russia sectors indicates the sparse 
ground network stations used in the kriging processing. 
The ground network stations are much denser in southern 
Canada and Russia where the variance is much lower. 

2.3. GIPL2-MPI 

Geophysical modeling of permafrost has focused on 
three general methodologies: empirical, equilibrium and  

SWE (cm)            

Figure 2. Examples of SWE datasets: (a) AMSR-E
March 2011 (mean) and (d) GlobSnow variance on
 
wave-based spaceborne sensors (this case being AMSR- 

                                  Varience (cm2) 

n 21 March 2011;
1 March 2011. 

on 21 March 2011. The faint dimple p
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numerical [12]. The Geophysical Institute P
Lab (GIPL) permafrost models have evolved 
sient numerical methods to incorporate phase
moving freezing-thawing boundary and high s
solution 

er
in
 c
pa

2-km grid and temporal resolution at m
he

po
tef
 

freeze/thaw boundary [13]. The GIPL2-MPI model code 
calculates snow density according to [14] with an e-fold- 
ing time of 4-day. Snow water equivalent is extracted 

dataset covering 
l SWE with Alaska 

nal step. Fig-
L SWE for March 2011 (mean). 

es 

pth measurements 
 lakes east of Bar- 

n Figure 3. 
Snow machines facilitated deployment on days of favor- 
able weather conditions. Global Positioning System Tri- 
mble 5700 receivers with survey tri-pods to acquire ele- 

 

mafrost 
to tran- 
hanges, 

from a 5-GCM composite precipitation 
Alaska [15]. A calibration of mode
ground measurements is performed as a fi

tial re- ure 2(c) illustrates GIP
onthly 

 WGS- 

rtant to 
an heat 

moving 

2.4. Barrow Tundra Frozen Lak

During 21-26 March 2004 snow de
were made on the large tundra frozen
row [16]. Measurement sites are shown i

interval [13]. The projection system datum is t
84 ellipsoid. 

SWE, snow density and conductivity are im
permafrost modeling to successfully solve the S
conduction problem with phase change and

 

Figure 3. Ground measurement snow water equivalent sites in Alaska. 
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fluence of the Yukon, Porcupine an
oreal wetland

Some sites also include sensors for air

 inter- 
-S and 
utilize 
March 
paign 

The CRREL team performed ten snow
measurements at each location with G
dinate positioning and noted underlyin
surrounding vegetation. The USGS 
same procedure fo2003 near Barrow during the AMSR-Ice03 

[17]. 
The Barrow region is a very low relief (~20 

of the Alaska Arctic coastal plain. Numerous 
 region 
e NW- 
afrost 

ses. 

ent 

locations. At the USGS locations we a
density from the CRREL team. 

Yukon Flats is a low relief basin o
watershed in eastern Alaska on the A
is mostly in the discontinuous permaf
raphically Yukon Flats is bound by th
the north and White Mountains on the

SE oriented tundra lakes cover the continuous
ne. Veg

2.5. University of Alaska Fairbanks Expe
Station 

The University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) A
and Forestry Experiment Station, formally establ
the US Department of Agriculture in 1906, 
daily meteorological data of surface air tempera
cipitation, extreme events and snow depth [18]. M
ment records from September 1, 1904 are ava
line through the NOAA National Climate Da
[19]. The meteorological station is currently lo
thin the experimental agriculture field on the s

culture 
and low relief it is a b

hed by 
intains 

re, pre- 
easure- 
ble on- 
Center 
ted wi- 
th side 
vation, 
current 
nd mo- 

der- 
e net- 

hrough 
r (also 
eeping 
in

fuge with numerous bogs and fens an
[23]. 

2.7. Central Alaska SNOTEL Site

The US Department of Agriculture (U
sources Conservation Service (NRCS
and operates a network of automate
Lemetry system in the western Co
Alaska [24]. We utilize seven of the si
Figure 3. The National Water an
USDA coordinates these efforts. SNO
ning in 1935 as a snow survey and wa
within the Soil Conservation Servic
NRCS). Automated data gathering st
with snow pillow-pressure transduce
content, sonic sensor for snow depth, preci
and shielded thermistor for near-surfa

of the campus (147.86˚W, 64.85˚N, 150 m 
Figure 1 red dot). The terrain surrounding th
met-station the Tanana Flats includes flat lands
dest relief with varied Burch and Spruce stan
lain by discontinuous permafrost with ice-we
works. 

We utilize daily snow depth during March 200
2009 archived at the UAF Climate Research Ce
at NOAA N
with the March 2004
ska. Automated soni

 Ala- 
easure- 
 of 0.2 
e rela- 
rowave 
d SWE 

rs Cold 
RREL), 
o Park 

tive humidity, solar radiation, near-s
and soil moisture-temperature. Groun
for periodic validation of snow depth
ted in near-real time to regional bas
radio technology meteor burst comm
The receiving base station in Alaska
chorage.  

We chose sites from Fort Yukon (FY) to
kenzie (PM), Figure 3. We inspect ea
sor (snow pillow and sonic sensor) re
site characteristics for consistent oper
ance. Errors and degradation of accu

ments every 24-hour. We assume a mean dens
g/cm3 to convert snow depth to SWE. Given t
tively large AMSR-E IFOVs in the passive m
an exact agreement of retrieval-SWE with measu
is not expected. 

2.6. Yukon Flats Sites 

Personnel from the US Army Corps of Engin
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory 
US Fish and Wildlife Service and USGS Menl

ee
(C

performed snow depth, density and SWE measurements 
at locations within Yukon Flats (Yukon Flats National 
Wildlife Refuge) using aircraft transport on 21-25 March 
2011 (M. Sturm, C. Hiemstra and M. Waldrop, pers. 
comm. 2012). This is part of an ongoing multi-discipli- 
nary study under the Yukon River Basin Initiative [21]. 
Measurement site-locations were selected away from the 
aircraft in vegetation settings of burn-scar, meadow, open 
and dense canopy Burch-Spruce forest stands (Figure 3).  

 depth and density 
PS providing coor- 
g ground type and 

team followed the 
easurements at their 

ssume a mean snow 

f the Yukon River 
rctic Circle [22]. It 
rost zone. Topog- 

e Brooks Range on 
 south. At the con- 
d Chandalar rivers 

 area, a wildlife re- 
d thermokarst lakes 

s 

SDA) Natural Re- 
) installs, maintains 
d SNOwpack TE- 
ntiguous US and 
xty sites in Alaska, 
d Climate Center, 
TEL had its begin- 
ter supply program 
e (predecessor of 

ations are equipped 
r for snow water 

pitation gages 
ce air temperature. 
 pressure and rela- 
urface wind fields 
d-truth poles allow 
. Data are transmit- 
e stations via VHF 

unication system. 
 is located in An- 

 Point Mac- 
ch site’s data-sen-
cords (hourly) and 
ation and perform- 
racy can occur due 

to melt of thin snow, high evaporative potential leading 
to snow-bridging and differential stress on the perimeter 
during periods of rapid snow settlement or rapid melting 
[25]. At the Fort Yukon site we adopt a snow density of 
0.21 g/cm3 based on our experience in this area. The sites 
chosen are within the Taiga snow cover class [26]. 
Vegetation characters include one recently burned area, 
open and dense forest cover types. Four sites are within 
the discontinuous permafrost zone and three within the 
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sporadic permafrost zone. 

2.8. Alaska Permafrost Transect 

During April 2009 and 2010 snow depth an
measurements were taken at locations along th
permafrost transect from Livengood to Prudhoe B
gure 3). At each location nine to twelve meas

d 
e

ur
an
tiv

er
 

rcu
Active Layer Monitoring network, the Internation

Association (IPA)—International Pola
A

Terrestrial Network for Permafrost. 

3. Results 

Comparisons of the ground measured SWE are presented 

s by day-of-month 
and in 1-to-1 com- 
the symbols are as 

MSR-E Blue filled circles, GIPL Yellow filled 
d Measurements Green filled squares and 

 Open circles. 

dra lakes of 
s slight over per- 

ents on average 
under performance 
n average. Winter 
rred on March 23 
hat both GlobSnow 
und measurements 

owfall events. With no vegeta- 
tion impeding the retrieval algorithm, AMSR-E has its 
best performance relative to ground measurements. GIPL 
model monthly mean SWE shows good agreement with 
the ground measurements after calibration. 

 

density 

in Figure 4. Plots show comparison
(GIPL is the monthly mean value) 
parison (same location). In the plots 
follows: A

 Alaska 
triangles, Groun
GlobSnow

ay (Fi- 
es were 
d bore- 
e layer 

mafrost 
Science 
mpolar 
al Per- 
r Year 
 Global 

3.1. Barrow Region 

At the measurement sites on the frozen tun
the Barrow region GlobSnow show
formance relative to ground measurem
(Figure 4). AMSR-E shows slight 
relative to ground measurements o
storm with whiteout conditions occu
and 25. Regressions (Table 3) show t
and AMSR-E increase, as do the gro
following the days of sn

performed. Automated meteorological stations 
holes for measuring ground temperature and ac
thickness occupy the locations. 

Since inception in 1977 [27] the Alaska p
transect has become part of the US National
Foundation Arctic Observing Network, the Ci

mafrost 
Ther-mal State of Permafrost Project and the IP

 

Figure 4. Ground measurement snow water equivalent comparisons to AMSR-E, GlobSnow and GIPL model derived esti-
mates. 
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Table 3. Regressions of SWE measurements at b
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R-Squared P-Value 

w tun- 

. 

 

AMSR-E 0.7 0.35 × 10–7 

GlobSnow 0.7 0.14 

 
 
3.2. UAF Experiment Station 

At the UAF experiment station location during
2004 through 2009 GlobSnow shows slight o
formance relative to measurements through Ma
and large over performance during March 2009
4). Weather conditions of surface wind and ne
temperature during March 2009 were not ex
AMSR-E shows consistent modest underper
with ve

 March of
ver per- 
rch 2008
 ( igure 

ar-
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ry small year-to-year variation relative t
verage. GIPL model monthly mean SWE 
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AMSR-E and GlobSnow have their best performance, i.e.  
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 CRREL Sites USGS Sites 

 

 
F
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shows good agreement to ground measurements t
March 2008 with 2009 being an exception (u
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3.3. Yukon Flats 

At the Yukon Flats locations during March 20
Snow shows closest agreement to ground mea
with slight over performance, i.e. greater tha
measurements on average (Figure 4, Table 4). A
shows underperformance, i.e. less than ground m

hrough 
er per- 

 Glob- 
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ground 
MSR-E 
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11
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n 

ments on average. In considering the vegetation a
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W
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 4,

a Valley 
(SV) then lessens at Point Mackenzie (PM). Vegetation 
conditions and the regional terrain of the foothills of the 
Alaska Range are likely causes of the underperformance. 
AMSR-E shows the greatest underperformance on aver- 
age. AMSR-E underperformance grows from the Fort 
Yukon site to the Point Mackenzie site and is likely a 
vegetation-related artifact of the retrieval algorithm. In 
considering the vegetation at the ground locations 

t the 
 is due 
mance, 
 recent 
E falls 

ground locations the AMSR-E u
from tall dense forest. AMSR-E has its best per
i.e. closest to ground measurements at location 
fire burn scars. GIPL model monthly mean S
within the standard deviations of GlobSnow an
measured SWE. 

3.4. Central Alaska SNOTEL Sites 

At the Central Alaska SNOTEL locations duri
2011 GlobSnow shows closest agreement to
measurements with some underperformance, i.e
than ground measurements on average (Figure
5). The time series in Figure 4 shows that unde
mance grows from Fort Yukon (FY) to Susitn

 March 
ground 
. lessor 
 Table 

rperfor-

Table 4. Comparisons of SWE mean and standard deviation
on flats sites

Gro 11.1 ± 1.9 und 11.2 ± 1.2 

AMS 9.4 ± 1.5 

12.8 ± 3.7 

11.9 ± 1.1 

R-E 8.9 ± 1.8 

GIPL 11.3 ± 0.7 

GlobSnow 12.6 ±1.6 

 
 

 SNOTEL Sites. 

 SNOTEL Sites 

Table 5. Comparisons of SWE mean and standard deviation
(cm) at

Ground 16.3 ± 6.9 

AMSR-E 

GIPL 13.

GlobSnow 1

8.5 ± 1.8 

8 ± 7.9 

1.4 ± 0.8 

 
closest to ground measurements at the location of the 

at the Monument Creek (MC) site. 
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 the plot serves a 

ct 65.5˚N to 
n conditions 
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s with snow 

nous terrain, 
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n Figure 4. 

atively large. 
There is a si- 

ity from Liven-
). 

ve simplifying 
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ys in Canada 

]. The original 
 to cover the 
 km interval 

grid. The Canada survey snow data, network distribution  

recent fire burn scar 
GIPL model monthly mean SWE 
ground measured SWE; in this case
check of the calibration. 

3.5. Alaska Permafrost Transect

At the measurement sites along the 
70.4˚N in complex terrain and veg
there is no agreement of GlobSnow, 
model to ground measurements in A

 

transe
etatio
AM

pril 20
 be

 satellit
est per
w lack

r station
depth and SWE measurements in mountai

ich are needed for block averaging and kri
 grou
iven i
is rel
large. 
ens
Table 6

All satellite-based sensor algorithms ha
assumptions when retrieving a physical pa
on surface brightness temperature. A cr
AMSR-E SWE retrieval algorithm is the 
snow density from hydrologic snow surve
(1946-1995) and Russia (1966-1996) [8
data, irregularly spaced, were interpolated
northern hemisphere and sampled on a 25

(Figure 4). This is not unexpected. It has
many years that SWE estimated from
sive microwave sensors has its poor
mountain terrains [28]. The GlobSno
ance is related to the lack of weathe

wh
Plots of the April 2009 and 2010

snow densities and regressions are g
Inter-site variation of snow density 
Variation year-to-year is also relative 
gnificant latitude gradient of snow d
good (65.5˚N) to West Dock (70.4˚N) (

4. Discussion 
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Table 6. Regressions of snow density measurements
ska p mafrost tr s. 

 

 at Ala- 
er ansect site

R-Squared P-Value 

2009 0.14 0.15 

2010 0.65 0.99 × 10–5 

2 Joint 0.11 0.0

 
and spatial properties, have been described in [
re-examined them relative to the snow cover c
fined by [26].  

Table 7 shows a comparison of mean snow
per snow cover class and as a percentage diffe
snow cover class: April 2009/10 versus Win
1991 Alaska [26] and April 1961-1990 Canada
March 2011 versus Winter 1989-1991 Alaska
March 1961-1990 Canada [30]. Large inter-a
cadal differences are noticeable. Regional diffe
the Taiga class depending on vegetation cove
and stand-density variations are noticeable. P
differences show that A
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ground during the winter season is changed by meta- 
morphic processes that are in-turn affected by snow pack 
humidity, surface wind and vegetation cover. 

On regional and continental scales and on annual and 
decadal time intervals seasonal snow cover extent and 
SWEmax (i.e. maximum SWE) have been shown to be 
indicators of climate trends [29,30]. In the western sector 
of North America atmospheric circulation pattern shifts 
correlate with shifts in the trends of snow cover extent  

ensities (g/cm3) per 
snow class [26] and percentage change in Alaska and in Ca- 
nada [30
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Bulk density of snow depends on compac
stituents, granularity, humidity, pressure and tem
[1-4,26,31,32]. Snow depth depends on prec
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potential for more compaction than thin snow, wh
modify bulk snow density. 

Our measurements in Alaska show regional v
consistent with temperature variability and ele
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Table 7. Comparison of mean snow d
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Our comparisons of snow density p
show snow

) over time-span are com- 
. previous.date) × 100. 

er snow cover class 
 density is an indicator of climate and trends. 

Low elevation Taiga and Tundra snow density is in- 
creasing and Alpine snow density is decreasing. This is 
coupled to precipitation and near-surface temperature 
trends with variations due to continentality, elevation and 
vegetation. These factors also affect snow granularity 
and pore water content, which confer a variation to snow 
density. Therefore, our measurements and comparisons 
show that snow density is a non-stationary variable of 
snow water equivalent. 
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